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SEBA Bank supports its clients to earn rewards at their own discretion by offering them a 
convenient and integrated way to use their Ethereum. In addition, SEBA Bank clients will 
benefit from a very attractive and competitive pricing.

How clients can stake their tokens?
• Clients shall agree to the Staking Terms & Conditions 

• Clients can contact their Client Manager to stake and unstake ETH  

• Minimum stake of 32 ETH (or batches of 32 ETH)

When do clients receive rewards?
• Clients receive rewards on a monthly basis

• The staking rewards are paid on the client’s staking account

Pricing schedule

Redefining Finance for the New Economy

SEBA Ethereum Staking  
Institutional Access to Ethereum Staking

seba.swiss 

Staking rewards fees 12.5% on rewards

Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by SEBA Bank AG (“SEBA”) in relation to its activities in Switzerland. SEBA is a Swiss bank and securities 
dealer with its head office and legal domicile in Switzerland. It is authorized and regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority 
(FINMA). This document is for your information only and is not intended as an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investment 
or other specific product. The information contained herein does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account particular 
investment objectives, investment strategies, financial situation and needs of any specific recipient. Certain products and services of SEBA are 
not accessible to residents and/or nationals of certain countries. Certain services and products are subject to legal restrictions and cannot 
be offered on an unrestricted basis and/or may not be eligible for sale to certain investors. Recipients are therefore asked to consult the sales 
restrictions relating to products or services in question for further information. Furthermore, recipients may consult their legal/tax advisors 
should they require any clarifications.

Are staking rewards guaranteed?
• No, SEBA Bank does not guarantee any specific staking reward or any return on staking overtime
• SEBA Bank receives rewards from the staking protocol on the client’s behalf 
• These rewards are then distributed net of SEBA Bank’s fees to clients by crediting their respective staking account
• The staking rewards credited to clients may differ from the ones generated by the protocol
• The applicable percentage of the staking reward is an estimate only and does not constitute a guarantee

Does SEBA Bank involve any risks for clients?
• Yes, staking services involve some specific risks: slashing penalties, node downtime, critical bugs among others
• The client agrees and acknowledges these risks with the acceptance of the Staking Terms & Conditions

This document may not be reproduced or copies circulated without prior authority of SEBA. Unless otherwise agreed in writing SEBA expressly 
prohibits the distribution and transfer of this document to third parties for any reason. SEBA accepts no liability whatsoever for any claims or 
lawsuits from any third parties arising from the use or distribution of this document.
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At a glance
•  Staking services enable our clients  

to earn rewards on Proof-of-Stake  
protocols including Ethereum,  
Polkadot and Tezos, and to benefit  
from very attractive and competitive 
pricing models

•  Platform addresses growing market  
demand for digital asset yield and  
earning services for institutional clients

Your Bank for the New Economy
At SEBA Bank, we link profound knowledge 
and in-depth expertise of investment prod-
ucts to deliver a broad range of investment 
solutions for cryptocurrencies and digital 
assets.  

Founded in April 2018 and headquartered in 
Zug, SEBA Bank is a pioneer in the financial 
industry and is the only global smart bank 
providing a fully universal suite of regulated 
banking services in the emerging digital eco-
nomy. In August 2019, SEBA Bank received a 
Swiss banking and securities dealer licence, 
and in September 2021 the CISA licence – 
the first time a reputed, regulatory authority 
such as FINMA has granted such licences 
to a financial services provider with a core 
capability in digital assets. In February 2022 
SEBA Bank secured the Financial Services 
Permission from Abu Dhabi Global Market 
and opened an office in Abu Dhabi.

Get in touch with us
For more information contact us via email on 
clientmanagement@seba.swiss or by phone 
on +41 41 552 64 90. 

We look forward getting in touch with you.


